Ballara Retreat Photography Tour (Sample Itinerary)
Day 1
Arrive at Ballara, Warooka. Please be aware if coming from interstate that Warooka is a
2 1/2 - 3 hour drive from Adelaide - arranging flights to coordinate arriving mid afternoon
would be ideal giving time to settle in, explore Ballara (I guarantee you’ll want to start
snapping as soon as you arrive!), meet the crew and have a chat about what’s in store
for the tour, followed by a casual but delicious dinner. The evening can also include an
‘introduction to editing’ session and initial Q&A.
Day 2
Full day at Innes National Park visiting a number of beaches, spectacular cliff-top views,
wildlife and historic sites.
Day 3
An early start for sunrise at a shearing shed before returning to Ballara for a cooked
breakfast. Some editing time learning tips and tricks with Ben. With a packed lunch,
we’ll head off towards Corny Point and the magnificent scenery of the West coast of
SYP. Along the way there will be opportunities for photographing stone buildings and
ruins. We’ll conclude the day with champagne sundowners at Flaherty’s Beach... with
cameras of course!
Day 4
A visit to some of our unique salt lakes with varying colours, including rich pinks. Meet
one or two local characters and learn some of our local history. This will also be an
opportunity for some candid portrait photography for anyone interested. Return via
‘Buckley’s Valley’, Steph & Trevor Ball’s farm, with a 100+-year-old shearing shed and
barn.
Day 5
Casual morning for breakfast, enjoying Ballara and more time to pick each others’
brains! Lunch can be arranged before the return trip to Adelaide.
Sunrise/sunset shoots will of course depend on the weather and each day’s itinerary
may change accordingly. We will hopefully confirm the night before where we’ll be
heading each day! There will also be opportunities for astro shoots on suitable nights.

